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It looked up and saw the sky so the countdown
News broadcast of silent prayer for your children
Like hundreds of millions of personal space journey
carrying a vision of a better

It is higher than the day before on behalf of
Retiring next year at the dungeon
In a flash, as the old generation

You let the task be completed on schedule and draw
the mark
Now with a son or a lengthy walk in the blazing
Across the universe pride

Pat used to meet the reciprocal of life
Do not Duhen become bigger and more backward Adult
Abusive to revisit the past there have been angry
New Century / roles help you
This leaves the rocket took off his uniform has come
under the bus

He crashed just like the "Challenger"
Get off to complete the responsibilities of history
However, blood-red light to stay low hundreds of
millions
of brand-new challengers

He would figure to break away under the setting sun
Fan enthusiasm left singing through the ages
Has been soaring to share a wild fly

You let the task be completed on schedule and draw
the mark
Now with a son or a lengthy walk in the blazing
Across the universe pride
Has been used to cope with the reciprocal of life 
(House of recollected fragments in the deal)

Do not Duhen become bigger and more backward Adult
Abusive to revisit the past on space walk
New for you
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This leaves the rocket took off his uniform has come
under the bus
To do good has been done is considered a
The next chapter you have to (you have to under the
bus)...
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